
 

LCC Meeting Minutes 

 

Attendees 

Nikki Malott, John Rogers, Ed Schroder (z), Dave Wegner, Chuck Newton, Stephanie Shostok (z), 

Thomas Keller, Jennifer Lombard (z), Veronica Osborn, Beverly Maloy, Kim Eldridge (z) 

 

 

Meeting Notes (Old/New Business, Decisions, Agendas) 

 

• Introductions –Kim Eldridge was new, she is the planner and manager for United Healthcare. 

• November mins approval. Bev motioned John seconded. 

• Financials spreadsheet is being passed around. Chuck asked for unallocated read out. There is 

$454.82 in Prevention, $5,854.81 in Treatment, $1,354.82 in Law Enforcement.  

• John motioned to accept financial report, Tom seconded. 

• Billboard report out. Kiwanis denied funding for the billboard. They wanted to know why it 

wasn’t already budgeted for and suggested maybe Banners would be a better use of funds, 

going forward. So, they could go up in every school and last longer.  

• We know that Rick offered up some of his funds to help with the billboard because he will not 

be reaching as many students as he had originally budgeted for.  

• Nikki stated it would be a good use of money to take 1/3 out of each category because it is 

being sponsored by the entire group, not just one category. The partners logo is on it as a 

sponsor and that covers everyone who is a partner in this council. 

• Dave likes the idea of the billboard because it is seen by the community and not only the 

schools. Banners in every school may add up to a lot as well.  

• Veronica stated it was $700 for 5 banners this summer. She also stated she likes the idea of 

doing positive assets/relationships as banners.  

• It was suggested to start with 3 months. Nikki has requested a quote for only 3 months of the 

billboard and then we can either find another sponsor to keep it up longer OR we could 

possibly fund the remainder of the months in the first 3 months of the next cycle of funding.  

• Bev stated she has gotten BIG banners before and they were outside and held up well. Maybe 

this could be an option outside the schools. 

• Dave stated we would then have to get approval from each school first. He made a motion to 

modify the prevention budget to cover the cost of 3 months of billboard. Veronica seconded.  

• LCC members as well as individuals from the Prevention coalition met via zoom and in person 

to discuss the Opioid Settlement plan with Scott County. It was a great meeting. Minutes are 

posted and are being passed around the room for review. Scott County had a different 

approach. They included those from LCC, DFC, and recovery community to the table to 

discuss a 3 year plan for funds.  
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• Dave- JRAC is the organization that the commissioners had appointed to decide where the 

funds will go. There is a Proposal link on the website. If you have an idea on where funds 

should be used you can submit a proposal. They want proposals by January-February so they 

can review and discuss and then present to commissioners in March-April. 

• It was requested that Dave be the advocate for the LCC being at the table during 

meetings/discussions on where the funds will be used. Nikki had been advised to have a 

proposal for review within a week. She did create a proposal to simply be at the table for 

discussions and never heard back.  

• Dave stated there was confusion and that a proposal could still be written that there is time to 

put something together for review. Commissioners chose JRAC because they are a body of 

individuals appointed by the state to sit on this council and have certain criteria they have to 

abide by in order to run effectively.  

• Nikki stated that the proposals were a horrible way to go about allocating these funds. It needs 

to be a group effort coming together to decide where the money could best be utilized. Find out 

what is going on in the community and explore what the group finds we need and then come 

up with a plan, as Scott County did. The structure of the LCC is set up with treatment, law 

enforcement, and prevention individuals that seems to make more sense to assist in this the 

allocation of funds.  

• It was agreed by a number of members that LCC would have been a better fit.  

• Dave stated there isn’t a lot of money and anything they do would need to be able to be 

sustained. And whoever gets money will be responsible for reporting to JRAC/commissioners 

on actions being taken in order to follow state ordinances that will likely go into place as a 

result of allocating these funds.  

• Nikki has a meeting on Weds to discuss with Mayor Martin what the city plans to do about 

their allocated funds.  

• It was stated there had been ideas for Community Corrections, school ideas (even though they 

have pretty much decided not to include schools now), jail programs, etc. 

• The proposals need to be submitted to JRAC by February, they will make recommendations in 

March.  

• Howard and Scott County had a great approach/idea on how to use these funds.  

• Tom mentioned the SOFR (suicide and overdose fatality review team) he is trying to start in 

Cass County in 2023.  

• Dave motioned to adjourn, John seconded.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


